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Abstract

In this paper we present the lip-reading experiments with
different sets of the features extracted from the video se-
quence. In our experiments we use a simple color based
filtering techniques to extract the feature vectors from
the incoming video signal. Some of those features are
directly related to the geometrical properties of the lips
(their position and visible thickness). Other features rep-
resent the information that relates to the visibility of the
other components of the speech production system. The
visibility of the teeth and vocal tract for example is de-
scribed by means of the area they occupy in the image,
we call them therefore the aerial features.

1. Introduction

The speech perception by human beings is not restricted
to the auditory part of the signal. We perceive the speech
as a whole multi-modal stream of information; body
movements, gestures and facial expressions, they all in-
fluence our speech perception. The modalities other than
auditory become crucial in case of hearing disorders or in
the extremely noisy environment. However, occurrences
such as McGurk effect [1] prove that even normally hear-
ing people in perfect conditions are at least influenced by
the visual part of the speech [2].

Those facts suggest that using additional modalities
may be beneficial also for automatic speech recognition
and/or processing systems. Using a visual part of the
speech can be utilized in various ways such as e.g. bi-
modal speech recognition [3] or visually augmented
speech signal enhancement [4].

In lip-reading research it is common use that the
geometry of the lips is being extracted from the video
sequence and further processed. In that case, the lip-
tracking techniques often rely on matching the generic
model on the image and extracting the parameters from
it [5]. There are however also models that deal not only
with the lips’ geometry but also the underlying image in-
tensity [6]. We propose here an additional set of features
that can complement the geometric features of the lips

and allow for better lip-reading results. Both parts of the
feature extraction are described in the following sections.

2. Geometric feature extraction

The geometric feature extraction starts from filtering the
image using the lip-selectivefilter. The filter must map
the given pixel color to the intensity value from [0; 1] in-
terval in such a way that it highlights only the lips in the
image.
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Such filters are possible thanks to the fact that lips have
usually more reddish color than the rest of the face. The
actual form of the filter is not crucial for the way the data
is processed further. In our research we use currently a
simple hue-basedfiltering (Fig. 1b) or ANN-basedfilter-
ing (Fig. 1c) depending on the quality of the video se-
quence (see [7]).

As soon as the image filtering is done, the image is
transformed into polar coordinates around the center of
the mouth. This center point hXcenter; Ycenteri can be
found by computing the center of gravity of the distri-
bution obtained from filtering the image. The resulting
intensity function J (�; r) is processed further. There are
two interesting properties of this function; its conditional
mean M (�) and variance �2 (�) for specific angle.
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Those two values relate directly to the thickness of the
lips and their distance from the center of the mouth in a
given direction. They describe therefore the shape of the
lips in a given video frame. Both of those values can be
easily estimated from J (�; r). An example stream of the
extracted cM and b� is shown in the Fig. 2. For a more in
depth explanation of this technique see [7].
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Figure 1: Using different lip-selective filters, (a) original image, (b) hue filtered image, (c) ANN filtered image.
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Figure 2: Pairs of cM(�) and b�(�) vectors extracted from
a video-sequence. Those functions after sub-sampling
will form the geometric part of the feature vector.

3. Aerial features extraction

The shape of the lips is not the only determinant of the
spoken utterance. There are some other important factors
such as position of the tongue, teeth etc. Some of them
can be observed in the video sequence, the others not.
It is essential in case of lip-reading to extract from the
visual channel as much information about the utterance
being spoken as possible. We propose therefore to use
several additional features that complement the geometric
information about the shape of the lips.

It would probably be possible to track the actual posi-
tions of the teeth and tongue to some limited extent. Such
a task would be however too complex and therefore in-
feasible for a lip-reading application. There are however
some easily tractable occurrences that can be measured
in the image and which relate to the positions and move-
ments of the crucial parts of the mouth. The teeth for
example are much brighter than the rest of the face and
can therefore be located using a simple filtering of the
image intensity:

fteeth (v) =

�
0 if v < tteeth

� (v � tteeth) if v � tteeth
(3)

The above filter has a steep-wise linear shape and in fact
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Figure 3: Changes in two of the aerial features in the
sequence containing word zes(["zEs], six) in frames
290–310 just before the word acht (["Axt], eight) be-
ginning in frame 315.

only one parameter; the threshold value tteeth. The slope
steepness factor � = (1� tteeth)

�1 is calculated so that
the resulting filter produces values in [0; 1] interval.

The visibility and the position of the tongue cannot be
assessed as easily as in case of the teeth, especially that
the color of tongue is pretty much indistinguishable from
the color of the lips. We can however easily assess the
amount of the mouth cavity that is not obscured by the
tongue. While teeth are distinctly bright, the whole area
of the mouth behind the tongue is usually darker that the
rest of the face. Therefore we use the following filter to
detect it:

fcav (v) =

�
0 if v > tcav

 (tcav � v) if v � tcav
(4)

Both fteeth and fcav filters generate the images with dis-
tributions Iteeth and Icav respectively. In order to use the
information presented in those images, we need to extract
some quantitative descriptions of them. We chose to use
the total area of the highlighted region and the position of
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Figure 4: Examples of different length HMMs for different digits.

target NUL VIJF VIJF ZES ACHT ACHT
unconstrained DRIE ACHT VIJF ACHT ZEVEN NUL VIJF VIJF ZES ACHT ACHT
constrained ZEVEN NUL VIJF VIJF ZES ACHT ACHT

Figure 5: The first few digits in the sequence recognized using combined sets of features. The target row represents the
spoken sequence and the two lower rows show the output from the Viterbi algorithm.

it’s center of gravity relative to the center of the mouth:
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The example changes of the pteeth and pcav are depicted
in Fig. 3. In this figure it can be well seen, how the visi-
bility of the teeth dominates during the pronunciation of
the word zes(["zEs]) and how the increase of the pcav
at the end of the sequence relates to the phoneme [A]
being spoken later.

4. Experiments

In order to test the feasibility of using the aerial type in-
formation in addition to the geometric properties of the
lips, we did some experiments with a limited vocabulary
recognition. The experiments were run using the Hidden
Markov Toolkit (HTK) from Cambridge University on a
Sparc Ultra workstation.

4.1. Data acquisition

We made recordings of native Dutch speaker (female)
speaking multiple sets containing 10 random digits each.
We recorded in total 30 such sets (300 digits). The sub-
ject was asked to make pauses between the sets and to
speak the digits in a varying pace. There are recordings
in which the pauses between words are clearly visible and
ones where there are no pauses at all. The recorded video
sequences contain only the lower half of the face from
nostrils to chin (see Fig. 1a). The movement of the sub-
ject’s head was constrained only by the fact that she had
to read the numbers from the screen in front of her. We
recorded the video using a consumer-quality CCD PAL
camera and stored digitally in MPEG1 format. In order
to reduce the color quality degradation we used a high
bit-rate coding.

The obtained data was divided randomly into the
training and test sets with test set containing 9 digit sets

(90 words). Both sets were then processed in order to
extract geometric and aerial features from the video se-
quences. As the recordings were not done in a single
continuous shot; some illumination-induced color vari-
ations occurred between different video sequences. This
had to be compensated with the recalibration of the used
lip-selectivefilter. Fortunately, this happened only a cou-
ple of times in the whole recording set. The aerial filters
(fteeth and fcav) proved to be much less sensitive to the
illumination changes and remained the same for all of the
data sets. The resulting data was then prepared for train-
ing and recognition using HTK in two separate versions:
one containing all features and one stripped off the aerial
part of the feature vector.

We used 18 sampling points for geometric features.
Together with 6 aerial measurements, the combined data
vectors were 42 dimensional. The sampling rate of the
signal was usual 25 frames per second as in standard PAL
video signal.

4.2. Recognition results

Using HTK we trained 12 Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs); one for each digit, one for silence periods at
the both ends of the digit sets and one for short pauses
between digits. As the digits differ in pronunciation com-
plexity, the models we used differed in number of states.
We chose to use a one state per phoneme in each of the
models, there was however no enforced correlation be-
tween the same phonemes in different digit models. The
silence and short pause models had three and one emit-
ting state respectively. Each state was modeled by a sin-
gle Gaussian distribution. We used in our experiments
also the deltas of the consecutive vectors. The training
data was not segmented, so the flat start scheme was used
for training.

We performed two different versions of testing. In the
first case, the number of recognized digits was not con-
strained by the grammar; the system had no knowledge
on how many digits were spoken in the sequence. There
is a noticeable amount of insertion errors in this case. It
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Table 1: Recognition results obtained for two feature sets, with constrained and unconstrained number of digits.

%correct %accuracy deletions substitutions insertions

unconstrained
geometric only 80.0 36.7 7 11 39
combined 91.1 60.0 4 4 28

constrained
geometric only 75.6 64.4 10 12 10
combined 86.7 81.1 5 7 5

proves that most of those insertions occurs at the begin-
ning and the end of the sequence. That suggests a poorly
trained silence model (see Fig. 5).

In the second case we constrained the number of
available digits in the sequence. In this way, the system
was forced to find the best matching sequence of exactly
ten models per digit set. Quite obviously the recognition
efficiency in this case improved a bit in comparison to the
unconstrained mode.

In Tab. 1 the results of the experiments are summa-
rized. The correct and accuracy percentages given there
adhere to the definitions provided in HTK manual:

%correct = N�D�S
N

� 100%
%accuracy = N�D�S�I

N
� 100%

(6)

where N, D, S and I are respectively: total number of
words, number of word deletions, number of word sub-
stitutions and number of word insertions.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that the addition of the aerial type of fea-
tures to the geometrical ones can improve lip-reading effi-
ciency. In a simplified example of the limited vocabulary,
single speaker lip-reading, the proposed method proves
to be reasonably efficient. The overall gain in recognition
rate when combining the aerial and geometric features
is in the 10-15% range. Moreover, the proposed set of
features can be easily extracted from the video sequence
without too much computational overhead. The process-
ing model allows for almost real-time operation on avail-
able hardware.

There seems to be a problem with training a silence
models for lip-reading. Even when not speaking people
tend to move their lips, open mouth etc. Training of the
silence model proves therefore to be a non-trivial task. It
has to be investigated whether using only a single model
is sufficient to cover a wide range of possible lip move-
ments that are not speech related. The possible solutions
to this problem could be: using several silence models
(we would have to differentiate the labeling in this case)
or using a multiple Gaussian mixtures in the same model.

Further experiments need to be conducted with the
multiple speaker data and in context of continuous lip-

reading. The proposed set of processing techniques was
designed with the person-independency in mind, but it
has to be proven as such yet. We have to consider further
also the differing capabilities of visually proper articula-
tion among different subjects.
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